iCare: Planet
A community program to promote caring for the environment.
(For all ages with a focus on grades K-5)

When we hear yet another heart-breaking story in the
news, we often wish there was something we could do.
Well there is, and it’s easier than you think. We, you and
I, and every single person on this planet, can make the
world a better place simply by caring for our Earth. The
I Care: Planet program is a combination of individual and
group activities across a community that engages the
community in a positive dialogue about environmental
awareness. It raises our consciousness about the
powerful potential that caring for the planet has to
inspire others and affect change.

Components
• I Care, Poem (Inspiration and Motivation)
• Schools, cultural and community spaces
• I Care, Crafts & Contest (Expressing Our Thoughts)
• Sponsored by local government and businesses
• I Care, Pair & Share (Postcards and Memes)
• At home, social gatherings, and across the globe
• I Care, Community Share (Postcards and Memes)
• Support a community group such as children or seniors
• I Care, Community Banners (Building Bonds)
• Schools, cultural and community spaces
• I Care, Recognition & Appreciation
• At school, cultural and community events

iCARE: Planet

The Poem

—Paul Rodriguez for Rodro

I care about stuff like the toys in the store
and though I have many, I always want more.
I care about TV and driving a car.
I care about ice cream, a good candy bar,
my baseball, my sneakers, and video games,
but caring for nature — it’s just not the same.
Things do not matter as much as the Earth.
It’s value’s so great, no one knows what it’s worth.
It’s worth plenty more than the cars that we drive
‘cause there is no car that can keep us alive!
Caring for nature can sometimes be hard
because we forget that the trees in our yard,
the ground that they grow in, and air that they breath,
can all disappear if we fail to believe
that all that we do is connected to them
and they are the precious and glittering gem

that we must protect as if there is no other
because in this life we get only one mother.
This may sound weird, but I care for the trees
the same way I care for my very own knees.
I care for the rocks, like I care for the snow,
and I treat them as if they are someone I know.
I care for the lakes, and the rivers, and streams,
as if they’re the toys in my wildest dreams.
I care for the sunrise and sweet morning dew,
the same way I care for all people, like you.
We all have one right that is solid as granite;
we all have the right to say, “This is my planet!”
So, when someone does something bad and unfair
like trashing the sea or polluting the air,
never be too scared to stand up and say,
“I will NOT let you treat MY planet that way!”
I care ‘cause I know it’s the right thing to do
to make the world better for me and for you.

iCare, Crafts & Contest
The I Care crafts component features poetry writing and art making for
sharing positive messages, as well as a positive
message contest.

The crafts and contests can take place
anywhere and may be sponsored by local
businesses offering prizes. However, the most
important aspect of the contest is recognizing
and celebrating individual messages that
benefit the community.

iCare, Pair & Share
In addition to creating and sharing
their art work and messages,
participants will be given I Care
postcards and the I Care meme logos.
With these old and new school tools, they
can express empathy and compassion in
support of our magnificent planet by sharing
information about environmental concerns.

iCare, Community Share
As with the I Care, Pair & Share, participants
are given I Care postcards and I Care meme
logos. However, the focus here is to use these
old fashioned and new school tools, to express
concern for our environment by reaching out
to aid organizations and local and national
representatives.

iCare, Community Banners
The I Care community banners
are a great way for distant
neighbors to meet and share
thoughts. There is something
about a crayon or marker, and a
piece of paper that opens us up.
Drawing a tree or a sunset is
often easier than trying to put all
of our feelings into words. Then,
as if by magic, when we explain
why we drew the tree or the
sunset, the words come.

iCare, Recognition & Appreciation
Whenever it is possible to create spaces and events to celebrate the I Care
message that is optimal, but taking advantage of existing spaces and events
can also serve the purpose.

A message from the public, to the
public, should find light in public
places to honor its citizens.

iCare
We all have one right that is solid as granite;
we all have the right to say, “This is my planet!”
So, when someone does something bad and unfair
like trashing the sea or polluting the air,
never be too scared to stand up and say,
“I will NOT let you treat MY planet that way!”
Let’s make a better world by caring!

Contact Paul Rodriguez, 516-993-7690, rodro@aol.com , www.RODRO.com

